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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Urban Catalyst is a multi-asset qualified Opportunity Zone Fund offering inside access to exceptional 
downtown San Jose properties that are perfectly positioned to enhance returns by taking advantage 
of Opportunity Zone laws. 

 
Profits are impossible without access to good projects. What distinguishes Urban Catalyst from other 
funds around the nation is its unique access to exceptional property in one of the most vibrant and 
diverse Opportunity Zones in the country. 

 
Funds have a tendency to make big promises, and many of them have done so without having an 
attractive pipeline of projects to validate their assumptions. Meanwhile, Opportunity Zone laws are 
punctuated with time limits and deadlines. Afraid to fail their Opportunity Zone qualifications, many 
funds desperate for deals are forced into a lose-lose scenario; either take a big risk on a bad project, or 
delay investment with the hope they can find a quality property before their IRS window expires. From 
an investor’s perspective, neither option is ideal. 

 
Fortunately, Urban Catalyst does not have this problem. In fact, right now, Urban Catalyst has already 
put this plan into action in downtown San Jose. Since starting the acquisition process in January, the 
fund has already closed on five targeted properties, and is in contract with two additional properties 
set to close in Q4 2019. This puts us well on our way of achieving the UC strategy of utilizing first-
mover advantage by acquiring 10 prime projects, all within walking distance in the downtown San 
Jose core.  

URBAN CATALYST’S THREE-TIERED DEVELOPMENT ADVANTAGE 

Urban Catalyst was founded by two talented and influential real estate developers in San Jose, and what 
differentiates Urban Catalyst from other real estate funds is the unique access and experience of the 
founding team which can be summarized in Urban Catalyst’s Three-Tiered Development Advantage. 

 
This Three-Tiered Development Advantage is unique to Urban Catalyst and is available due to the 
established relationships the partnership team has developed with local property owners, government 
officials, and community leaders over a combined 135 years of real estate development experience, and 
consists of the following: 

 
1. Inside access and key local relationships to develop Silicon Valley’s best properties. 

2. Experience and expertise in ground up, in-house development. 

3. Positioned to capitalize on one of the nation’s top Opportunity Zone markets 
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TIER ONE: INSIDE ACCESS TO THE BEST PROPERTY IN DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE 

Urban Catalyst was founded by experienced and influential Silicon Valley real estate developers with 
inside access to downtown property. It has close relationships with the most prolific property owners 
that own approximately 50% of the developable pipeline in downtown San Jose. 

 
These individuals believe in Urban Catalyst and its product so strongly that they have partnered with 
Urban Catalyst, agreed to serve on the Strategic Board of Advisors, and have often invested their 
own capital gains into the fund itself. 

 
Similarly, Urban Catalyst has close working relationships with San Jose government officials and 
community leaders built on a history of mutual respect, that is the result of the team’s 135 years of 
hard-earned experience building local relationships. 

PROOF OF INSIDE ACCESS 

Urban Catalyst has already leveraged their inside access for the benefit of the Fund: 
-  The fund has identified over $20 Billion in off market projects 
-  Urban Catalyst has already built a sizable portfolio of seven downtown San Jose projects in key locations 
- The Total Land Purchase Price for the seven projects is estimated at $70 Million 
- The Total Project Cost for the seven projects is estimated at $694M 
- The Total Urban Catalyst Equity Required is estimated at $117 Million 
- The Construction Leverage Amount is estimated at 65% 
- Urban Catalyst is on target with their strategy to acquire 10 prime  projects by the end of Q2 2020. 

TIER TWO: CRITICAL DEVELOPER ADVANTAGE 

Most funds are built from the top down. While these fund managers may have access to large amounts of 
capital, they are left scrambling to find reputable developers that can provide them with access to 
properties and projects. These funds are often forced to either take on risky projects or delay 
investment with the hope they can find something palatable before time runs out. 

 
Urban Catalyst was strategically designed from the ground up, thus insulating the fund from this 
problem. It is a fund built around a group of highly successful developers with inside access to property 
and projects, with an expertise at ground up construction to control cost and maximize profit. 

 
Indeed, Urban Catalyst is composed of a best-in-class development team with an incredible and proven 
track record of success in Silicon Valley that speaks for itself: 

 
- The partners have been affiliated with the development of over $4.9 Billion in projects 
- The partners have involved in the acquisition of over $5.9 Billion in real estate assets 
- The partners have sourced over $800 Million in financing 
- The partners have developed more than 200 real estate properties in a variety of asset classes 

TIER THREE: POSITIONED TO CAPITALIZE ON ONE OF THE NATION’S TOP OPPORTUNITY ZONE 
MARKETS 

Urban Catalyst believes Silicon Valley is the strongest real estate market on the West Coast, if not in the nation. 
There are many examples to support this thesis. For instance, right now in downtown San Jose, Google is engaged 
in the development of its largest corporate campus in the world, while other tech giants like Adobe are currently 
expanding their footprint in downtown San Jose and developing large projects. 

 
Urban Catalyst has already acquired property next to these giants. San Jose is undergoing a major real estate 
transformation, and it has the inside track to getting that market locked up. It is this combination of growth in 
tech, infrastructure and transit, as well as the favorable development climate that makes downtown San Jose ideal 
for development. These factors combined with the fund’s development expertise put Urban Catalyst in a perfect 
position to execute on its strategy. 
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URBAN CATALYST IS POISED TO CAPITALIZE ON OPPORTUNITY ZONE LAWS 

Urban Catalyst intends to raise $250 Million for its first Fund. Urban Catalyst will use these proceeds to 
originate, acquire, asset manage, operate, selectively leverage, syndicate, and opportunistically sell 
commercial real estate properties. Urban Catalyst is focused exclusively in targeted Opportunity Zones in 
Silicon Valley, specifically downtown San Jose. It intends to acquire, reposition, and develop qualifying 
Opportunity Zone Properties with high potential for growth and capital appreciation. Urban Catalyst aims 
to hold at least 90% of its assets as Qualified Opportunity Zone Properties. Urban Catalyst will maximize 
the tax benefits of the Opportunity Zone legislation by holding its investments over a minimum ten-year 
anticipated holding period. 

URBAN CATALYST INVESTOR-FOCUS: 

Urban Catalyst’s sponsors have invested $9 Million of their own money into Urban Catalyst. This sizable 
stake means its management stands side-by-side its investors to maximize alignment. Accordingly, Urban 
Catalyst is an investor-focused fund offering the following favorable terms: 

 
- No capital calls 
- Profit split above 8% preferred return 
- 8% Promote is NET of fees* 
- No catch-up charge by Manager 
- 2% annual fund management & accounting fees*,  
- * note: Investors should refer to Urban Catalyst PPM for the complete list of fees 

INDUSTRY-LEADING OPPORTUNITY ZONE SERVICE PARTNERS 

In accordance with its desire to maintain the highest standards and practices for investors, Urban 
Catalyst has partnered with third party service providers that lead the industry in experience and 
expertise in Opportunity Zone compliance. These firms include Goodwin Procter LLP as legal counsel, 
Novogradac LLC for audit, and NES Financial for administration and fund compliance. 

 
Urban Catalyst has structured its internal operations so that all of the fund cash management will be 
vetted first by these experts to ensure legal and regulatory compliance while allowing Urban Catalyst to 
focus on what it does best: finding, acquiring, and developing incredible properties with exceptional 
returns. 

 
DISCLAIMER 

THIS EXECUTIVE SUMMARY IS PROVIDED BY URBAN CATALYST LLC (THE “SPONSOR”) ON BEHALF OF 
URBAN CATALYST OPPORTUNITY FUND I LLC (THE “FUND”). THE SUMMARY IS FOR INFORMATIONAL 
AND DISCUSSION PURPOSESONLY AND SHOULD NOT BE RELIED UPON OR OTHERWISE USED IN ANY 
MANNER BY THE RECIPIENT. THIS PRESENTATION IS NOT AN OFFER TO SELL TO ANY PERSON, OR A 
SOLICITATION TO ANY PERSON TO BUY INTERESTS IN THE FUND. THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN 
THIS SUMMARY IS IN A PRESENTATION FORMAT AND THEREFORE IS QUITE LIMITED IN ITS SCOPE 
AND NOT MEANT TO PROVIDE COMPREHENSIVE DESCRIPTIONS OR DISCUSSIONS OF THE TOPICS 
MENTIONED HEREIN. IN THE EVENT THAT ANY TERMS, CONDITIONS OR OTHER DESCRIPTIONS OF 
SUCH TOPICS (OR ANY RELATED TOPICS) IN THIS PRESENTATION ARE INCONSISTENT OR CONTRARY 
TO THE DESCRIPTION OF TERMS SET FORTH IN THE FUND’S CONFIDENTIAL PRIVATE PLACEMENT 
MEMORANDUM, SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT, ORGANIZATIONAL DOCUMENTS, AND CERTAIN OTHER 
INFORMATION TO BE MADE AVAILABLE TO INVESTORS BY THE SPONSOR (THE “OPERATIVE DOCU- 
MENTS”) THE TERMS, CONDITIONS AND OTHER PROVISIONS OF THE OPERATIVE DOCUMENTS SHALL 
CONTROL. THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION SHOULD NOT SERVE AS THE 
BASIS FOR AN INVESTMENT IN THE FUND.  PAST PERFORMANCE MAY NOT BE INDICATIVE OF 
FUTURE RESULTS WHICH MAY BE GREATER OR LESS. THE MATERIAL PRESENTED IS PROVIDED 
“AS-IS” WITH NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE REGARDING ITS ACCURACY OR 
COMPLETENESS. 
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